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CAITLIN JONES
What I like best about volunteering at Colony Cats:
Other than the obvious (spending time with the kitties) I’ve
really come to enjoy all the people I’ve worked with. We’re
already connected by our love to help the cats, so it’s easy to
talk with everyone right off the bat.
My pets at home: My boyfriend and I have five cats:
Church – a brown tabby who is large and in charge of
the rest of the cats.
Token – a 22lb Norwegian forest cat whose main objective
everyday is to whine and cry until we give in and give him what
he wants...Temptations cat treats.

Dogs or Cats Rule?:

Floyd – a black and white short haired that is terrible at being a
cat and can be a bit slow to comprehend what’s going on.

What’s your advice to a new Colony Cats volunteer?:

Sarabi – my “first born” a black short hair who will eat
ANYTHING you give her, food or not. She especially loves
cheetos, ice cream and granola.
Sparkles – last but not least Sparkles is a black and white
spitfire who loves to sneak attack anyone who walks by. She
will only sleep with me at night....on my face...every night.
What I’d like you to know about me:
I LOVE DOING NAILS!! Nail art is certainly my most loved
passion. I have way to much nail polish for my own good and
am constantly eager to learn more about it.
Where you can find me when I’m not volunteering
for Colony Cats:

CATS!

The cats need just as much attention as the mops and litter
boxes. Sometimes I’ll find myself rushing around taking care
of things that need to be cleaned as fast as possible, then a
cat will catch me off guard with a head rub or a meow and
that’s when I remember to slow down and try to spend quality
time with them. For some of the cats, Colony Cats will be their
forever home and we want them to feel like they are at home.
Your unique Q&A: Five quick facts about me
1. I’m a type 1 diabetic.
2. My favorite color is glitter.
3. I struggle with severe anxiety.
4. One day I would love to have my own line of nail polishes.
5. I’m a neat freak at home.

At home – my favorite place to be, with my boyfriend
and our five fur babies.
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